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October 22, 2020

Dear Salon Owner/Operator,
Re: Possibly Recovering COVID-19 Related Damages
We understand this is a challenging and busy time, but it is important to document your business
interruption losses.
It is possible that there may be options for insurance recovery, future public support relating to mandated
closure and future tax relief to documented losses.
If you have business insurance, you may have been informed that salon COVID-19-related financial losses are
not recoverable. The insurance industry responded quickly to the pandemic and many insurers declared that
businesses would not be covered for business interruption. Nevertheless, depending on the specifics of your
policy it is possible that virus exclusions were not included, or the definition of "direct physical loss" could
include mandated closure of your facility. Federal or state legislation and regulation may require that state
licensed business insurance carriers amend their reimbursement policies. This happened in the past specifically
regarding asbestos related business losses.
It is also possible that state or federal legislation will authorize financial recovery support contingent on
documented losses from mandated closures. Because of the human touch involved with salon/haircare
services, more severe restrictions were placed on your salon. This may engender public reimbursement for
documented losses.
In the 1980s we worked with the established health and safety guidelines for hundreds of commercial property
owners regarding asbestos, indoor air quality and other health related business interruption losses. In the end,
while insurance 'carriers initially denied coverage, many of the business owners who had maintained
appropriately documented losses were partially reimbursed.
There are many unknowns, and reimbursement patterns are speculative, but we strongly suggest you consider
two actions; first record and archive your business interruption losses. We are attaching an outline that may be
helpful. There is no cost to the filing. Second, put your insurance carrier on notice and memorialize your losses.
We will attempt to monitor the insurance challenges to coverage and keep track of state and federal recovery
options as well as trends in local property tax relief for losses from mandated closure of salons.
Good luck with your reopening.

Bruce Bomier MPH
Board Chair
The Environmental Resource Council

A nonprofit organization serving social and physical environments since 1973.

The recent pandemic represents unique challenges for all businesses, especially those subject to extraordinary
restrictions, as is the case with any service involving human touch, including salons. Both private insurance and public
policies may provide financial support to cover losses due to COVID-19 and consequent government-mandated
complete or partial closure. While there are many unknowns, the one certainty is that any recovery will be based on
substantiated records of financial loss. The following five guidelines may be helpful in archiving losses to help secure
future benefits.

1. The Basics
What happened to what property or business activity and which employees or subcontractors over what period of time
created what financial loss, based on documentable projected revenue streams.

2. Business Insurance
If you have been informed that COVID-19-related claims will not be accepted, we suggest you still file a claim
describing damages per the insurance company’s guidelines. In addition to the basics listed above, satisfy the
informational requirements listed in your specific policy. In most policies you are required to file a protest to a claim
rejection within two years of the loss (not the notice of rejection). This time period is typically significantly shorter than
the normal statute of limitations established by your state. This would include a description of mandated full or partial
closure. If there is any indication that filing such a claim will influence your current policy or future policies, contact your
state insurance commissioner. You have a right to document business losses to a state certified insurance carrier.

3. Responsive Conduct of Business Owner/Manager
Following public health concern and or mandated closure, describe the response of the business owner/manager.
This would involve closing the facility, reaching out to clients, interacting with employees and/or subcontractors,
amending and/or enhancing the physical facility, for limited or full reopening, providing training or investing in better
understanding and converting to best practices mandated by regulation, and employee and customer health and safety.
You should document that efforts were undertaken to conscientiously respond from both a public health and
responsible business practices perspective.

4. Documentation of Loss
It is extremely important to document business interruption losses through financial records, going back as far as
reasonably possible. Essentially, this would involve relying upon past income streams and margins in comparison to
the business interruption event. It should also include documented expenditures undertaken to respond to reopening,
including information outreach as well as expenditures for equipment and physical renovation of the facility.

5. Identify Supportive “Witnesses”
Record contact information of individuals, landlords, facility managers and contracted property managers who can
and will attest to physical damage, property and financial losses, and essentially all of the above information. Over time,
contact information can be lost and the capacity to identify people to attest to the above information is critical. This will
primarily involve employees, subcontractors, and potentially bankers and those who provide financial support services.
The above information may seem simple to recall, but in our experience, future reconstruction of the loss events
may be difficult to the point it cannot be achieved to appropriate standards.
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